Why choose Vande Berg Scales In-Motion Conveyor Scales?

VBS

50 years of experience has taught us the only reliable components to incorporate must be high quality.

We don’t “cookie-cutter” anything. We build to your exact specifications.

We have an open-frame design which permits easy cleaning and quick inspection.

A 17-in touchscreen HMI interface makes user operation a snap. Historical weight data is only one touch away.

We make every effort to ensure your system can be used for decades. We have equipment still in operation since 1991.

Others

Some companies will sacrifice quality to lower the price. You always end up paying more in the long run...always.

Many manufacturers only make specific models. You are forced to integrate their products into your unique process.

It’s easy to take short-cuts when assembling the frame. This leads to more areas that facilitate pathogen growth.

Many checkweighers have a small interface for inputting or reading information.

Suppliers often will discontinue carrying replacement parts after 7-10 years essentially forcing you to purchase a new unit.

Contact us today!